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ABSTRACT

Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) are digital applications of machine learning models that function to receive and store clinical data related to medical information for the purposes of basic clinical diagnostic tests. The integrative review aims to provide a synthesis of new findings from several articles on EMRs for the early detection of basic clinical diagnoses with a variety of existing populations. Using four databases, we reviewed 11 articles. All authors involved review abstracts and full text according to predetermined criteria. The selected articles are then integrated into the publication quality assessment matrix, further included in machine learning algorithms for diagnostic determination of the disease. Reviewed articles are excluded in the form of artificial intelligence. The PRISMA flowchart identified 1962 articles and the final selection found 11 articles. Circulating system networks dominate machine learning models (66.6%). The study netted an average population of 490.5 and the artificial intelligence system managed to detect 9 body systems from different body systems. A total of 11 articles were selected, more than half of which were Caucasian (80.90%) and white (72.95%), but only 1 article was represented by Caucasian ethnicity, while white race was almost in every article. African-American and Black racial groups were in the middle position at 29.95% and 17.50%. The racial representation with the least percentage below 10% was Hispanic and Asian (6.10% and 2.17%). This machine learning has proven to be very accurate for detecting disease diagnoses in hospital, other health clinics. Therefore, the further development of this application for the purpose of establishing clinical diagnosis precisely and accurately.
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INTRODUCTION

In the era of the industrial revolution 4.0 manufacturing the health industry is growing very rapidly, at least in 2020 it is reported that there are around 2.3 trillion gigabytes of patient data¹. The complexity of the data, if not managed properly, will cause serious problems, especially related to the process of storing and managing and security of patient electronic data in health care facilities. To answer these challenges, an electronic digitization system is needed that is designed to solve problems and accelerate services to patients in health care facilities, especially in hospitals. The existence of information technology will greatly help accelerate the process of storing and processing patient electronic data to reduce workload beyond the capacity and work ability of human resources, besides that this system will improve and develop new data automatically in order to help doctors and other health workers to determine early and appropriate diagnosis.

With the increasing number of patient
visits in hospitals, it certainly has logical consequences for the analysis of very large amounts of data. Therefore, synchronization of electronic digital systems, especially informatics engineering and medical technology, is very important to be created. Some digital applications in the health sector that are often used one of them is the electronic medical record system (EMRs). Within seven years there was an increase in the use of EMRs from 9.4% to 83.8% in the period 2008 – 2015². In its development, the EMRs system is continuously undergoing improvements so as to allow more data to be analyzed. These EMRs have the ability to store and process patient medical record data, both structured and unstructured data, there are about 80% of unstructured data successfully secured by this system (EMRs) ³.

One of the most important advantages of this system is that it helps the basic diagnosis process quickly. The sophistication of this EMRs system greatly assists hospital management in receiving, storing and distributing comprehensive patient data for the benefit of making a quick initial diagnosis.

Some of the patient's medical record data include, symptoms, vital signs, family history, demographic data, drug consumption, laboratory result data and many other supplementary data. With the variety of learning models of this digital system, this system is able to detect electronic data of patients quickly, and diagnose patients quickly who are exposed to diseases. The process of standardizing this application tool is able to predict the patient's health condition and disease. Most cases are diagnosed using comprehensive diagnostic parameters. These EMRs are capable of storing as many as 70,000 disease codes according to the International Code of Diagnosis (ICD-10). The application of EMRs models is able to recognize the pattern and distribution of disease experienced by patients. Standardization calibration of hasrus tools is carried out because it will have an impact on the soft skills of a student⁴–⁶.

The utilization of machine learning techniques in the application of basic diagnostic tests will result in significant advancements and the effectiveness and adaptability of machine learning algorithms as a whole across multiple domains.

How can the application of digital machine learning affect the process of basic diagnostic tests and what factors contribute to the effectiveness and adaptability of machine learning algorithms in this approach?

This study aims to provide an integrative literature review of several peer-reviewed articles on electronic medical records (EMRs) for early detection of basic clinical diagnoses, including the expediency and traceability aspects of machine learning.

**METHOD**

This study used an integrative literature review method, following PRISMA ⁷.

The paper selection mechanism, orchestrated in accordance with the PRISMA diagram, serves as the linchpin for methodological rigor and transparency in systematic literature reviews. Commencing with a comprehensive identification phase across diverse databases, researchers strategically employ predetermined keywords and criteria tailored to their research focus. The PRISMA diagram then becomes the guiding compass during the subsequent screening phase, visually delineating the number of articles identified, screened, and deemed eligible for inclusion. The importance of clear inclusion and exclusion criteria is underscored, ensuring that only studies meeting predefined standards contribute to the refined pool. Quality assessment takes center stage as researchers scrutinize the reliability and validity of each selected article. The PRISMA diagram, with its structured flow, provides a visual narrative of the intricate paper selection process, culminating in a transparent and reproducible foundation for subsequent stages of synthesis and analysis. In essence, the PRISMA-guided paper selection mechanism stands as a testament to the commitment to methodological precision, elevating the systematic review to a robust and credible endeavor.

Machine learning focuses on the decision-making processes, where algorithms learn through trial and error to maximize rewards in dynamic environments. Within these broad categories, there exists a myriad of specific algorithms such as linear regression, decision trees, support vector machines, and neural networks, each tailored to address specific tasks and challenges. The understanding of these algorithms is essential for practitioners and researchers alike, as it forms the basis for the informed selection,
implementation, and optimization of machine learning solutions across diverse domains.

Selection of this method by following the following steps: search for reference sources, filtering publication quality, withdrawing, synthesis, and descriptive information. Furthermore, we together with peer-reviewed tracked reputable international journals indexed by Scopus, Pubmed, Compass Digital Library and/or ACM Digital Library which describes the application of EMRs programs for basic diagnostic test applications.

Ethical considerations tied to the utilization of demographic data and the potential introduction of bias in machine learning algorithms are intrinsically linked to the sensitive nature of patient data. As machine learning increasingly integrates into healthcare systems, the responsible handling of demographic information becomes paramount to ensure equitable and unbiased outcomes. Concerns arise from the risk of perpetuating or exacerbating existing biases present in healthcare datasets, potentially leading to disparities in diagnosis, treatment, or resource allocation. Striking a balance between harnessing the power of demographic data for improved healthcare outcomes and safeguarding against unintended consequences is crucial. This necessitates the establishment of robust ethical frameworks, transparent practices, and ongoing scrutiny to mitigate the risk of algorithmic bias and ensure that the deployment of machine learning in healthcare aligns with principles of fairness, accountability, and patient-centric care.

**Literature Search and Selection**

We search for reference sources by utilizing 4 databases, namely Scopus\(^3\), Pubmed\(^3\), Compass Digital Library\(^\text{10}\) dan ACM Digital Library\(^\text{11}\). The keyword search process, we are guided by Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) by using a single base word related to search results. The keywords used in this literature search are electronic medical records, machine learning, and diagnosis, except for image-based articles. Eligible review process using the keywords entered (1) AND (2) with NOT (3) with the following details: Machine learning OR related terms: neural networks, natural language processing, OR knowledge bases; diagnosis, computer assisted OR clinical decision-making; diagnostic imaging OR computer-assisted image processing.

Article selection system based on article eligibility criteria, namely articles published in the period 2002 - 2023 in English editions that focus on machine learning based on EMRs for the determination of basic diagnostic tests. We narrowed down our literature search strategy by applying eligibility criteria. Articles should include EMRs usage data and basic diagnostic tests. Integrative literature review excludes on monitoring aspects of EMRs in first-level basic health care facilities (community health centers, doctor's clinic, independent health clinic, nurse independent practice, private practice midwife and so on). In addition we also perform data extraction on methodology, expert recommendations, dan ulasan editorial. We identified articles that have to do with machine learning and basic diagnostic test applications. We focus on text-based papers and not image content such as x-ray notes. However, if nontext aspects support broader data analysis are also included, for example an electrocardiogram.

This article deliberately omits the exploration of image-based applications and their associated reviews within the realm of Artificial Intelligence. The decision to focus on non-image-based facets is driven by a specific scope, perhaps dictated by the need for a more targeted analysis or a deliberate emphasis on certain AI applications. By excluding image-based applications, the article narrows its focus, allowing for a more in-depth examination of specific AI domains without the added complexity introduced by visual data processing.

The limitations of research on artificial intelligence (AI) underscore the need for a nuanced understanding of its applications, particularly in the context of non-image-based diagnostics. While AI has made significant strides, particularly in image-based diagnostics, there exists a critical gap in the exploration of its capabilities beyond visual data analysis. This gap poses challenges in comprehensively assessing the broader landscape of AI applications, potentially hindering the development of holistic and versatile solutions. By emphasizing non-image-based diagnostics, this research acknowledges the significance of diversifying the AI discourse, shedding light on areas where AI can contribute meaningfully outside the realm of visual data. However, it's crucial to recognize that this focus also
introduces limitations, as insights derived may not be universally applicable across all AI domains. Thus, a balanced perspective on the limitations and opportunities within both image and non-image-based AI applications is essential for a comprehensive understanding of the field.

We issue an article if the displayed data is not in the EMRs standard. If non-context articles that lead to specific analysis are not included as well, include image-based analysis. Another factor we release is when the data discusses therapy and disease progression. Articles affiliated to animals and languages other than English were also issued. In addition, articles that generally review the topic and do not use the clinical dataset model are also issued.

Furthermore, we select articles through the application of eligibility criteria, especially in titles and abstracts. One author selects the full text for inclusion criteria. Discussion of articles to determine the certainty of including or not, discussed with all authors, so that a common consensus is reached. The integrative literature review will take place from August 25, 2023, to September 10, 2023.

**Article Quality Assessment**

We conduct independent article reviews using the National Institute of Health (NIH) instrument to assess the quality of submitted articles. This NIH is used to assess the quality of studies, especially case studies. The majority of articles choose 2 types of designs, namely prospective and retrospective case studies. This instrument has nine questions determined by two types of answers, namely "yes" or "no". The assessment of publication quality is based on three categories, including good grades for answer categories 7 - 9, sufficient scores for answer categories 4 - 6 and bad scores for answer categories \( \leq 3 \). These results then, we only choose those that are in the good category. If there is a dissenting opinion among peers, then resolve it through discussion between them.

**Data Extraction and Synthesis**

The data extraction process is carried out through two stages, including the first stage consisting of reference, year of publication, author, affiliation, diagnosis, number of samples, ethnic ratio. If there is heterogeneity of methodology and report results, then we conduct a narrative comparison.

The second stage is a comparison of the EMRs system framework using machine learning whether the assessment is periodic or continuous.

EMRs programs are particularly suited to adding new data patients enter each day, and how they address any problems and challenges found. The framework of the machine teaching system adopts multiple patient data methods, data transmission methods, and data server security\(^\text{12,13}\).

**RESULTS**

Efforts to control demographic representation bias have become increasingly pivotal in various fields, recognizing the imperative of fair and equitable representation in data-driven decision-making processes. This multifaceted challenge involves mitigating disparities in demographic representation within datasets, ensuring that algorithms and models are reflective of the diversity inherent in the real-world population. Strategies encompass a comprehensive reassessment of data collection methodologies, emphasizing inclusivity and addressing historical biases. Additionally, there is a growing emphasis on developing algorithms that are not only accurate but also sensitive to demographic nuances, with ongoing research aiming to strike a balance between model performance and fairness. Collaborative initiatives involving interdisciplinary teams, ethical guidelines, and community engagement are emerging as essential components in navigating and rectifying demographic representation bias, thereby fostering a more equitable and inclusive landscape in the application of data-driven technologies.

**Study Identity Review**

Based on the results of searching articles using the Boolean Operator keyword "AND" "OR" "NOT" with the guidance Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) in the Pubmed database, we found 1962 articles. The databases used are Scopus, Pubmed, Compass Digital Library and ACM Digital Library. Furthermore, a duplicate article was checked and 785 articles were found. The characteristics of the selected study were 11 articles (table 2). A grouping of the number of studies by publication year starting 2002 - 2023 is shown in the figure 2.
Literature search and selection

The process of searching and developing keywords using Scopus, Pubmed, Compass Digital Library, ACM Digital Library search database. Next the article is reviewed on the topic selected by the authors involved. We managed to find 1962 articles.

In the process of identifying relevant topics, we issue 1118 by title and/or abstract. The next process was a thorough article review and 48 articles were successfully issued, and the remaining 11 articles for us to include in this integrative literature review.

Data collection

In the process of extracting data carried out by one reviewer with the following arrangement; number of patients, gender ratio, race, type of trial, type of article analyzed, source of data, algorithm used, type of validation test, performance measures and primary and secondary results. If in sorting out the data of different research locations, then what is recorded is the location of the research. Furthermore, in one paper there are several institutional affiliations, so what is taken is the main institution. In the data collection process, reviewers always coordinate and collaborate to expedite the research data review process.

Publication Characteristics

Articles selected by 7 countries consist of USA, China, Francis, Tunisia, Romania, Israel and North America. The highest number of studies came from the USA (45.5%), the remaining six countries shared the same percentage (9.1%).

Body Systems

There were 11 cases of disease diagnosis selected according to the results of paper selection. Some of the selected disease diagnoses are then incorporated into 7 body systems, where the cardiovascular system dominates as many as 5 articles (45.5%) as shown in table 3.

Artificial Intelligence

The most numerous type of algorithm in the literature review was the 3-article circulatory system network (27.3%), circulation system using backpropagation, 2 articles (66.6%). Next using a multilayer perceptron network, 1 article (33.3%).

Race/Ethnicity

Data collection through race characteristics is carried out by two methods, namely 1) original publication and 2) available data set. If there is data needed, but not available in both methods, the author conducts participant correspondence via email. The authors collected race data before and after contacting respondents. The racial data collected by the authors totaled 5 authors (45%), included in contact via email. There were 6 authors who were contacted via email and they responded, but unfortunately did not provide the data needed, 3 (50%) of them provided information that the data was no longer owned.

A total of 11 articles were selected, more than half of which were dominated by Caucasian ethnicity (80.90%) and white race (72.95%), but only 1 article was represented by Caucasian ethnicity, while white race was almost in every article. African-American and Black racial groups were in the middle position at 29.95% and 17.50%. The racial representation with the least percentage below 10% was Hispanic and Asian (6.10% and 2.17%).

Number of samples

Of the 11 articles selected, the average number of patients in the interquartile range was 28,124 patients out of a total of 281,244 patients. There is one article for which the number of patients is not available or is not specific in number. This number includes the inclusion and exclusion criteria that have been set.

Quality Assessment

From the results of the case series study assessment related to publication quality, we selected 11 publications with a "good" rating level in the range of scores 7 - 9 (Table 1).
Figure 1. Flow diagram of included and excluded studies.

Table 1. Study quality ranking according to NIH quality assessment tool for case study series

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Was the study question or objective clearly stated?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Was the study population clearly and fully described, including a case</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Publication year</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Institution</td>
<td>Disease or condition</td>
<td>Number of patients</td>
<td>Race ratio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Ginestra</td>
<td>Hospital of University of Pennsylvania, USA</td>
<td>Severe Sepsis and Septic Shock</td>
<td>724</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Levy et al.</td>
<td>Stanford University, USA</td>
<td>Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)</td>
<td>4532</td>
<td>Asian 1.4%, African American 54.6%, Hispanic 0.8% White 40.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Baxt et al.</td>
<td>Hospital of University of Pennsylvania, USA</td>
<td>Cardiac Ischemia</td>
<td>2204</td>
<td>White 73.9%, Black 13.8%, Asian 3.52%, Hispanic 5.8% White 72.0%, Black or African American 21.2%, Asian 1.6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Li et al.</td>
<td>Ping An Technology, Beijing, China</td>
<td>Sepsis</td>
<td>24819</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Jorge et al.</td>
<td>Harvard Medical School</td>
<td>Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE)</td>
<td>1322</td>
<td>White 73.9%, Black 13.8%, Asian 3.52%, Hispanic 5.8% White 72.0%, Black or African American 21.2%, Asian 1.6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Corey et al</td>
<td>Duke Institute for Health Innovation,</td>
<td>high-risk surgical</td>
<td>245359</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Authors</td>
<td>Institution or Location</td>
<td>Study Title</td>
<td>Sample Size</td>
<td>Other Race Categories</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Danford et al.</td>
<td>Université Lyon, Francis</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>Caucasian 80.9%, African American 5.3%, Hispanic 11.7%, Asian 2.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Sahli et al</td>
<td>Biochemistry Laboratory, Tunisia</td>
<td>Thalassemia</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Antohi et al.</td>
<td>University of Medicine Carol Davila, Romania</td>
<td>Acute decompensated Heart Failure</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Danford et al.</td>
<td>Division of Gastroenterology and Hepatology, Israel</td>
<td>Steatohepatitis Cirrhosis</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Caucasian 80.9%, African American 5.3%, Hispanic 11.7%, Asian 2.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>Natarajan et al.</td>
<td>Philips Research North America</td>
<td>Low Birthweight Neonates</td>
<td>1348</td>
<td>White 64%, Black 11%, Other 25%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data available for papers by year

![Quality of publication vs. Year](chart.png)

Figure 2. A paper applying text-based machine learning to diagnosis, with data available and published 2002 through 2023.
Figure 3. Diseases and conditions are studied in several papers

Figure 4. The number of papers studying diseases in each body system.

DISCUSSION

Literature studies on test-based health analysis of basic health information with the use of machine learning show significant improvement.

Our literature search proved that EMRs are an appropriate instrument and widely used today, so that this can facilitate the formulation of diagnoses relevant to the patient's clinical condition.

The process of reporting patient demographic information must be correct by matching electronic medical record data with clinical data in the field. The categorization of data sources should be clear and specific and sorted according to alphabetical collection format. Demographic diversity on the characteristics of larger populations will make it easier to generalize machine learning models. Generalizing to unrepresented population groups will widen the gap and potentially bias the results.

The genome-wide association study found a number of problems related to long-term genetic testing, and the end result was that they found that the disease was dominated by whites, even though they were not classified as a vulnerable group. Fragmentation of health data in various body systems is experienced by vulnerable populations with low socioeconomic status and they regularly visit health care centers. Models that rely on quantity and programmed testing processes will have adverse implications for vulnerable groups. Despite the negative impacts, proper documentation is still carried out, while still being guided by demographic characteristics and representative samples, available racial categories and subcategories, especially in articles that provide white race data.

The availability of racial/ethnic data is critical because it is an early stage of natural machine learning that requires a diverse study population to achieve successful diagnosis of complex patients. The concept of comparison to be made is to include a racial component in population studies, descriptive statistics, and a menu of features that will be the basic components of machine learning algorithms. The idea that genetic differences are due to race and trying to formulate an outcome algorithm based on race is risky to widen the racial gap that has been previously available in medical catalogs. But race should not be completely ignored in decision-making. Although the genetics
component k, race, sex and social become factors determinants of health that impact the experience of patients experiencing disease. To ensure that the evaluation of machine learning algorithms goes well, it is very important to consider the overall representativeness of the population including some of the components mentioned above.

Understanding and skills of accessing diagnostic tools are essential for both a researcher and practitioner. Therefore, dissertation recommendations with detailed and clear explanations will help to accurately establish the clinical diagnosis by the doctor. In addition, the application of good machine learning models will help improve clinical decision making through fast and accurate diagnosis. Conversely, a lack of understanding and skill in machine learning models will reduce the level of accuracy in determining basic clinical diagnoses through deep learning applications.

This review is limited to inclusion criteria that may not represent the whole breath of machine learning integration into healthcare. By excluding image-based applications, their scope is narrowed; However, by focusing first on diagnostics, research can be applied to additional areas. We do not look beyond peer-reviewed literature, it is possible that studies from relevant conferences or congresses are missed. Because conferences typically report incomplete work, abstracts may have no impact on results. The evidence in the review is limited by the availability of information. By contacting the authors to provide additional data, other factors such as how responsive a researcher is or if an email address is up to date come into play. Factors like these should be understood when considering calculated statistics for gender, race, and race information.

Understanding and skills of accessing diagnostic tools are essential for both a researcher and practitioner. Therefore, dissertation recommendations with detailed and clear explanations will help to accurately establish the clinical diagnosis by the doctor. In addition, the application of good machine learning models will help improve clinical decision making through fast and accurate diagnosis. Conversely, a lack of understanding and skill of machine learning models will decrease the level of accuracy in determining basic clinical diagnoses through deep learning applications.

Our study offers the advantage of providing a comprehensive picture of the current state of machine learning applications in basic diagnostic testing, synthesizing insights from a wide range of studies. This broad scope allows the identification of general patterns, emerging trends, and overarching themes in the literature. By combining findings from different disciplines and methodologies, the review takes a holistic approach, increasing the richness and depth of understanding in this rapidly evolving field. In addition, the integrative nature of the review enables the identification of practical implications, guiding practitioners and researchers in the effective deployment and advancement of machine learning technologies in diagnostic contexts. The synthesis of existing knowledge, when executed well, can serve as a valuable resource for professionals seeking evidence-based insights in this dynamic and transformative domain.

The study's potential weakness lies in the inherent risk of bias stemming from the selectivity of the included studies. If a review favors a specific database, time period, or journal, it may introduce skewed representations of the literature, which has the effect of generalizing findings. In addition, the quality of individual studies integrated into the review is critical, and limitations in their methodology or data collection procedures may compromise the overall reliability of the synthesized conclusions. The dynamic nature of machine learning technology poses another challenge, as literature reviews may not capture the latest advances or emerging trends, potentially making parts of the analysis outdated. It is critical for the review to transparently address these limitations to ensure a nuanced interpretation of its findings and to guide future research efforts in addressing these gaps.

Our review of studies limited only to inclusion criteria and generally did not represent channels for integrating machine learning into healthcare systems. We also exclude reviews that are image-based. However, we focused more on the study of machine learning literature based on basic clinical diagnostic tests that were added with additional software supporting the program. In this literature review we also narrow the search to the original article only. It is based on the
aspect of variable homogeneity to access information more quickly and accurately and reduce bias.

We recognize that the diversity of machine learning application models for health services has been widely applied in healthcare facilities. However, we focus on basic clinical diagnostic applications. Articles that are text-based and diagnosed with data or demographic characteristics are not reviewed.

Overall, this information synthesis underscores that the utilization of EMRs and machine learning in the context of early detection of clinic baseline diagnosis is a potential step forward to improve the quality of health care. However, ongoing efforts to address privacy, data security, and bias related challenges are integral to the development of these technologies to ensure their application provides maximum benefit to patients and healthcare practitioners.

Our findings proved to be consistently very precise with the chosen topic. The process of inputting and storing medical record data by EMRs greatly accelerates access to the application of informatics, especially assisting doctors in establishing diagnostics quickly, precisely and accurately, thus obtaining several benefits, including: The health service process becomes fast, patient satisfaction increases, public trust in hospitals or clinics increases, treatment duration is shorter, patient care and treatment costs are more efficient, effective and efficient.

Research Limitations

An Integrative Literature Review only focuses on text-based artists, so the scope of electronic medical records (EMRs) applications has not been comprehensively reviewed. Therefore, reviewers need careful analysis to get maximum review results. These studies are limited by the inclusion of selective studies, potentially introducing bias if a particular database, journal, or time period is preferred. The quality of included studies may vary, with some pointing out limitations in their methodology or sample size, impacting the overall reliability of the findings synthesized. The rapidly evolving nature of machine learning technology and the dynamic landscape of the field can result in the omission of recent advances or emerging trends. Potential publication bias, language bias, and exclusion of primary research can also affect the completeness of a review. These limitations underscore the need for a nuanced interpretation of the review's findings and highlight avenues for future research to address these gaps in understanding.

CONCLUSION

The increasing trend of using machine learning applications for clinical basic diagnostic tests reflects the huge potential of technology in improving the quality of healthcare. Further development in this area can contribute significantly to efficiency and accuracy in establishing clinical diagnosis. However, keep in mind that these advances must be accompanied by strict ethical and data security considerations, especially when handling sensitive patient information. Careful measures in considering the demographic characteristics of populations are key to generating relevant and effective applications, given variations in disease presentation and response to treatment among specific demographic groups.

In this context, it is important to encourage collaboration between health experts, data scientists, and technology developers to achieve optimal alignment between technological innovation and medical needs. Continued efforts in research and development of machine learning applications for clinical diagnosis will bring long-term benefits in improving diagnosis precision, speeding up the treatment process, and ultimately, improving clinical outcomes for patients. Thus, while the digital age opens the door to positive transformation in the world of healthcare, the sustainability of multidisciplinary approaches and concern for ethical aspects become key in portraying a successful future for these applications.
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